
Millicent Rogers Museum Gallery 4 MARIA MARTINEZ POTTERY 

With New Mexico Language Arts Standards Based Writing Prompts K-12 

 

 

Maria Martinez (1887-1980) and her husband, Julian (1885-1943) were responsible for the revival of the San Ildefonso 

ceramic tradition. Early San Ildefonso potters created functional vessels with black-on-cream, black-on-red, and 

polychrome decoration. However, by the early 1900s there were few potters remaining and the art had declined. In 

1919, Maria and Julian discovered the process for creating black on black pottery together.  

The Martinez family worked in collaboration. Maria rarely painted designs or motifs on her pottery. Julian painted 

matte-finish designs with a red clay slip onto highly polished vessels formed by Maria. Smothering (oxygen reduction) 

during the firing produced the desirable black-on-black effect. The successful pottery revival which included the 

discovery of the black-on-black process has had a far reaching impact both within the San Ildefonso Pueblo and beyond. 

After 1919, the Martinez’ reputation grew. They began signing their work and became recognized as artisans. Maria was 

the first Pueblo potter to sign her work. Maria’s descendants continue the ancestral tradition of pottery making today. 

Cavan Gonzales, Maria’s great-great-grandson, is a contemporary San Ildefonso painter and potter.  

    

Unknown Potter   Maria Martinez   Maria Martinez 

Polychrome (ca.1900)   Black-on-Black   Polychrome 

 

Vocabulary 

Revival—A new production of an old work 

Polychrome—3 or more colors 

Pottery—Ceramic vessels 

San Ildefonso Pueblo—Maria’s home 

Tradition—culture passed along family lines 

Collaboration—working together 

Motif—design 

 

 

 



NM Common Core State Standards:  Foundational Skills / Writing Standards 

K—Make an uppercase and a lowercase “P” for Pottery. Tell a story or draw a picture about a clay pot. 

1—Write a sentence about a clay pot you have at home or one you have seen. 

2— Write three sentences telling what this pot might be used for. 

3—Expand your sentences with descriptive words. Think about shape, color, weight and size.  

4—Research about a family tradition you have. Where did it come from? What steps are involved? Who           teaches it? 

Is it a song, a food, or something you make or use? Write or type 1 page about your family tradition. 

5—Expand your essay. Introduce the topic of traditions. Write a conclusion about why traditions are important. Read 

your essay out loud. Email your essay to a friend, a family member, or the museum! 

 

6-12 Foundational Skills/Writing Standards: Range of Writing 

Research and write for 30 minutes a day about a variety of family traditions. Gather your research at the end of the 

week and formulate an essay based on your research. Include quotations.  

Share your writing with the museum! karen@millicentrogers.org  

Play fun vocabulary games and take a quiz on quizlet.com! Registration and games are free at www.quizlet.com  Search 

for millicent1902 and choose MRM Gallery 4 
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